Résumé. 2014 Nous discutons la possibilité de Abstract 2014 We discuss to what extent it is possible to distinguish macroscopically a truly biaxial nematic liquid crystal from a biaxial mixture of uniaxial aggregates in lyotropic systems. We propose for some cases simple experiments to resolve this question. The behaviour in an external magnetic field and the flow alignment in a shear flow experiment is discussed. We find that for small shear the flow alignment angle varies linearly with the shear rate S whereas for truly biaxial nematics it is independent of S. In a static external magnetic field the orthorhombic symmetry can be lost above a first critical field and uniaxiality can be reached above a second critical field. The complete set of hydrodynamic equations for a biaxial mixture of uniaxial aggregates is presented in an appendix.
After the discovery of biaxial nematic liquid crystals [1] ] in 1980 in a lyotropic three component system, most experimental [2] [3] [4] and theoretical studies [5] [6] [7] [8] concentrated on the macroscopic properties close to the uniaxial to biaxial phase transition. More recently, also the macroscopic and microscopic properties of the biaxial phase itself have been investigated [3, 9] and the question has been raised [9] sequent formulae we will set it to zero first and discuss its influence towards the end of this section.
In the presence of an external field, there are five possible equilibrium states IV) n, H, m coplanar with finite angles 3 and 0 between them (cf. Fig. 1 Very recent synchrotron experiments [18] in the system K-laurate, 1-decanol In truly biaxial nematics there are only three parameters since (1.7 = -a2 ; this leads immediately to q = # in equation (14) . For [12] for the variables bn and bm of a biaxial mixture, due to the fact that n and m can rotate independently to each other while in truly biaxial nematics rotations are not independent because n, m and n x m form a rigid triad.
